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• LHC Status




The Large Hadron Collider: Status
? Cooling complete
early September 2008
? First single beam:
10th September 2008
? First collisions at 900 GeV maybe this weekend
? First collisions at 10 TeV around mid October 2008
? 40 days of running at 10 TeV: 10’s pb-1
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Experiments: ATLAS and CMS
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A Large Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
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3 neutral Higgs bosons: h, A, H
1 charged Higgs boson: H±
and supersymmetric particles
Many different models:
• MSSM (low scale many parameters)




• production of  SUSY particles in pairs
• (Cascade-) decays to the lightest SUSY
particle
• LSP stable, neutral and weakly interacting 
• experimental signature: missing ET 
• fermion ↔ boson
• has “no” problems with radiative
corrections (quadrat. div.)
• has a light Higgs Boson (<150GeV)
• interesting pheno at the TeV scale
What is supersymmetry?
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Can we see supersymmetry?
Example: jets and zero leptons
Meff = sum of the 4 jets pT + ETmis
Scan through m0,m1/2 plane
(effective mass cut optimized)
ATL-PHYS-COM-2008-063
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Do we know it is supersymmetry?















Polarisation effects in the di-tau mass
? Back to the di-tau mass spectrum:
? This has some influence of the di-tau mass spectrum:                           
ATL-PHYS-COM-2008-063
tau polarisation from stau decays can be different 
for different models of supersymmetric breaking
Estimate systematic error due to unknown polarisation: +- 7 GeV (1 fb-1)
Measure tau polarisation using tau decay products
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Why do we need to know more?
? In terms of mass spectrum other extensions of the SM can look 
like Supersymmetry:
? Universal Extra Dimensions (UED) with Kaluza-Klein (KK) parity
? but particle properties, e. g. spin, are different
? How can we measure spins:
? default strategy: measure angles in rest system of parent particle
? in most of the cases not possible due to undetectable LSP
? What information is still available?




The invariant of the (qL,lnear) 
system is sensitive to the spin 
of the neutralino
What makes live complicated?
? invisible neutralino ? no angles 
accessible in neutralino rest frame
? can not distinguish near and far lepton in 
all cases
- sometimes possible due to phase space 
(stau co-annihilation versus bulk region)
? squark/quark properties unknown
? only quark and leptons accessible





Measure charge asymmetry A:
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Spin measurement using inv mass
? Event selection:
? large missing energy > 100 GeV
? jet transverse momentum: pT(j1) > 100 GeV, pT(j2,j3,j4) > 50 GeV
? 2 same flavor opposite sign (SFOS) leptons
? subtract background from opposite flavor opposite sign (OFOS)
SU3 – far+near leptonSU1 – only far lepton 
Non-zero asymmetry:
99% CL needs L = 100 fb-1
Non-zero asymmetry: 
99% CL needs L = 10 fb-1
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2007-004 
ATL-PHYS-2004-017
stau co-annihilation region (SU1)
bulk region (SU3)
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Spin measurement using angles
? Direct slepton production:
? θ* = angle between incoming quark and slepton
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2005-023
= LHC point 5
Sensitive to spin, but can we measure θ*?
KK-leptons (l1), KK-photons (γ1)
Spin 1/2
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Spin measurement using angles
? Define: 
? Event selection: two single leptons
? transverse missing energy > 100 GeV
? no jets with pT > 100 GeV
? no b-jets
? mT2(l+, l-) < 100 GeV
? Mll < 150 GeV
? Transverse recoil 
|missing pT + pT(l+), pT(l-)| <100 GeV
? Lepton pT(l1) > 40 GeV, pT(l2) > 30 GeV
Some correlation 
between θ* and θ*ll
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Other beyond the SM physics: Graviton
? What can we learn from new resonances?
? mass: obvious
? spin: straight forward
? Example: Graviton production and decay into electron pair
? spin 2
? Can we see the graviton?
? Can we measure the spin?
? use default method: angle
? angle distribution for signal 
depends on production process
? background is not flat either
? need a good understanding of PDFs
? need a good understanding of SM background
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Graviton spin measurements
? Select events with two isolated electrons and look at high mass 
region:
? discover graviton up to mG = 2080 GeV at 100 fb-1
? spin-1 can be ruled out/spin-2 determined at 90% CL 






? Finally, the LHC era has started with first single beam data and the 
experiments are recording data
? If supersymmetry or other new physics beyond the SM is around, 
we will see it in most of the cases




? We are rapidly entering the phase of data taking and might know a 
lot more in a few month time
Backup
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ATLAS mSUGRA Benchmark Points
